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Felix, a Jewish boy in Poland in 1942, is hiding from the Nazis in a Catholic orphanage. The only

problem is that he doesn't know anything about the war, and thinks he's only in the orphanage while

his parents travel and try to salvage their bookselling business. And when he thinks his parents are

in danger, Felix sets off to warn them--straight into the heart of Nazi-occupied Poland. To Felix,

everything is a story: Why did he get a whole carrot in his soup? It must be sign that his parents are

coming to get him. Why are the Nazis burning books? They must be foreign librarians sent to clean

out the orphanage's outdated library. But as Felix's journey gets increasingly dangerous, he begins

to see horrors that not even stories can explain.Despite his grim suroundings, Felix never loses

hope. Morris Gleitzman takes a painful subject and expertly turns it into a story filled with love,

friendship, and even humor.
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When I found myself having to choose between Morris Gleitzman books to teach my year seven

girls this year, I was not thrilled to have to pick this one because the numbers in the class matched



the number of books in the box. Another Holocaust book! I'd done 'Briar Rose' with a recalcitrant

year 12 class and 'The Book Thief' with an eager year 10 class. And Gleitzman! I could not imagine

how he could do justice to the truth and still be Gleitzman with his quirky irreverent characters. So I

was pleasantly surprised to be as enthralled with the book (then the next and the next and the now)

as my students were. The horror was there, but my students were not overwhelmed by it. The

comments after were about having understood something of what it was like to live through awful

times. I will teach it again.

When I was in high school, I went to Germany on a school trip. In Germany, we went to Dachau, a

concentration camp that has been turned into a memorial/museum. The emotions I felt at Dachau

have never left me. The vast camp was completely silent except for the crunch of visitors' feet on

the gravel. The pain within those gates was so strong, we couldn't even speak to one another. But

more and more, I find my students are finding themselves disconnected from the Holocaust. Sure,

they know the mass murder to millions of people is horrendous, but they really can't fathom the fear

and agony felt by so many. We read books, we watch movies, but it is hard to grasp the same

emotions I felt the moment I stepped foot into Dachau so many years ago. Therefore, as an

educator, it becomes very hard to find quality books that will knock my students around emotionally

the same way Night by Elie Wiesel did the first time I read it in high school. Once, by Morris

Gleitzman knocked me around, and will certainly open the eyes of any jaded student.It's 1942, and

Felix has lived in a Polish Orphanage for 3 years and 8 months since his parents left him there.

They are Jewish and owned a bookstore in town, but they made a deal with Mother Minka to hide

Felix, but they told him they were just going to take care of some bookstore business and be back.

They still haven't returned. So Felix passes the day writing stories about them saving people and

being brave in the outside world. When Felix gets a whole carrot in his soup one day, he decides it

is a sign from his parents that they are coming to get him. When Mother Minka sadly tells him it isn't

a sign, he decides to leave the orphanage to find them. After watching a group of Nazis come to the

orphanage and burn Jewish books, he is worried his parents' books are in danger, and he knows he

has to go help.On his way into town, Felix comes across a lot of puzzling situations. First, he tries to

hitch a ride on a cattle truck that is full of people, but a soldier on top of the truck shoots at him. He

assumes it must have been a mistake and actually feels bad for the soldier who must be upset he

accidentally shot at a little kid. Then he goes to his parents' bookstore, but the books are all gone

and a local Christian family is living in his house (and threaten to turn him in to the Nazis). Finally he

happens upon a farmhouse in flames and discovers a mother and father shot (and all the chickens)



and a young girl who is barely alive. He drags her away from the flames and the car coming back to

the scene, saving her from whoever did this.At first Zelda is upset, but then she is just plain difficult,

arguing with everything Felix says. When they get caught by Nazi soldiers and taken to the ghetto, it

is her determination not to lose Felix, though, that saves them both. When a Nazi soldier tries to

separate them, a large Jewish man offers the soldier something in German and he allows the man

to take the kids. Barney, the man, takes Felix and Zelda and hides them with the other children he

has saved in the ghetto. It is hear that Felix begins to learn the truth about the Nazis and what they

are really doing to the Jews. When the ghetto gets emptied, Barney and the kids have no choices

but to be packed into the trains with the other Jews. You might think all was lost at this point, but at

some point, Felix's luck has to change!This was such a beautiful little book (150 pgs). I loved Felix

so much I just wanted to gather him up and keep him safe. He is so sweet and innocent and just

wants to protect his parents. His naivete about the Holocaust was so scary and endearing at the

same time, it broke my heart. But something I think kids might relate to is the fact that he is just a

kid. He does kid things like protect kids from bullies in the orphanage and make up wild, fanciful

stories. Yet, at the same time, he is stuck in this time period that has been written about, talked

about and filmed ever since it ended. I think kids can relate to his childish ideas and that alone

makes this story more powerful than others. They can imagine how they might feel if they were in

the same situation.The story is very short and perfect for any middle school student, but its beauty

lies within the multiple layers that can be pulled back for a wide age range of people. For a middle

school student, this story might be a face-value story about a boy in the Holocaust, but for an older

student, this can be a way to quickly examine the plagues of war, such as the loss of life and

innocence. It gives them a chance to delve deeper into the consequences of war. This is quite

simply a beautiful story and as sad as it made me to read it, it also made me hopeful for Felix and

for the growth of the young people I work with each and every day.

My 7th graders sat on the edge of their seats when I read this aloud at the end of the year! I used

the document camera so they could follow along, and I had a "During Reading" worksheet where

after every two chapters they had to write a connection, prediction, summary, or question. It's an

endearing story with characters that my students really seem to get involved with and have

sympathy and appreciation for what it must have been like to be a child during the Holocaust. I

teach a small group class of students with learning disabilities.

Once you've opened this novel you will be immediately conscious of his strong symbolism regarding



a sad childhood - why?Because the first element is the title "Once" a reminiscent of our past "once

upon time" and then the most powerful phrase "You know how" this implies that from now we are a

part of this book, technically speaking a perfect introduction of the 3rd person omniscient.This is

also a masterpiece of mysterious contradiction when he declare, that he is living in an orphanage

and after some paragraph he will say....." I'll have to say good-bye to everyone here soon. That

makes me feel sad. And when the other kids see Mum and Dad are alive, they'll now I haven't been

truthful with them. That makes me feel even sadder" (page 5)In my opinion this is a strategy for

continuing our reading, which is also reinvigorated by an enigmatic conclusion of phrases like"you

pray to God, Jesus, the Virgin Mary, the Pope and Adolph Hitler?", automatically you'll ask to

yourself if there will be a connection between the religion and the dictator?Even the second chapter

is entitled "Once" Once upon time the childhood of the main character is now at risk, thanks to the

delirium of a human being: Hitler, which is introduced in the following form:"I stare, numb with

disappointment. it's not Mum and Dad. It's just a bunch of men in suits with armbands"One second

ago our main character was happy because he was waiting for his parents after two long and

endless years. Reading this line I felt the sensation of the imminent atrocities of that time through

the eyes of a child. "I have another though. That poor soldier. Tonight in the barracks he'll hardly be

able to swallow his dinner he'll be so upset. All he wanted to do was play a little trick, and now he

thinks he's shot an innocent kid." (page 35)In brief this phrase summarise a fierce war between the

age of innocence and the adult world which has been corrupted by our selfish genes due to a wrong

human evolution and Felix will be maintain his "virginity" of his soul?At the end of this tale all your

question are answered.You will be able to feel the love of an unknown parents for their son Felix in

order to preserve him from the evil."You know how when you jump off a moving train and the Nazi

shoot at you with machine guns and you see sharp tree stumps coming at you and then you hit the

ground so hard you feel like you've smashed your head open and bullets have gone through your

chest and you don't survive even though you prayed to God, Jesus, Mary the Pope, and Richmal

Crompton? that's what's happened to poor Chaya(Once, Morris Gleitzman, page 149)I never

jumped out from a train, but reading this phrase so realistic, I felt like Chaya. a small part of me has

died with her, in particular the awareness of the pros and cons of having a free will and hoping in a

divine punishment for those direct and indirect supporters of the holocaust.IP

Great book to read to middle school and Jr high.

I really did enjoy this novel. I selected this novel to read as part of a list of books for a class paper.



The plot was pretty creative but the main character was sometimes so oblivious that it was

aggravating. The text is an easy read and the author allowed for the reader to clearly envision the

events. Would consider the other books in the trilogy.
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